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Dear Mr. Lesar:
Attached are public comments on the Third Year of Implementation of the Reactor
Oversight Process, as requested in the Federal Register notice of November 22, 2002.
The Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety appreciates the opportunity to make comments
on what we consider to be a program of major importance in safeguarding the health and
safety of the public.
If there are any questions about these comments, or further clarification is desired,
please contact Mr. Gary Wright of my staff at (217) 785-9851 or wright(idns.state.il.us.
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SOLICITATION OF PUBLIC COMMENTS ON THE THIRD YEAR OF
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE REACTOR OVERSIGHT PROCESS (ROP)
Questions related to specific Reactor Oversight Process (ROP) program areas:
(1)

Does the Performance Indicator Program minimize the potential for licensees to take
actions that adversely impact plant safety?

Generally, licensees work to ensure that all theirPI's remaingreen. So
concentratingon the limited scope ofactivitiescovered by the P1probably minimizes
actions that adversely impactplantsafety in thatparticulararea. But this concentrated
attentionpotentiallyreduces thatgiven to other importantareasnot specifically covered by
the PI. It would be more accurate to say that the potentialis reduced,but not minimized.
(2)

Does appropriate overlap exist between the Performance Indicator Program and the
Inspection Program?

This is a question area not easily measured,and is one that might warrantmore
attention in developing a means to measure it;perhaps using industry historicaldatabases.
In any case, the two elements ofPI'sand inspectionsdo not exclusively reinforce one
another. We believe that operatortrainingand near-miss LOCA 's have safety significance.
However, no inspection or PIcaught a recent lapse in licensed operatortraining
requirementsor the Davis Besse hole-in-the-headevent.
The NRC should be on guardfor an attitude that if an inspectionfinding is perceived
not to rise above the level ofgreen, then there is no point in mentioning it in an inspection
report. The inspection reportsshould be of sufficient detail that these deficiencies can be
categorizedand trended. It is important that the ROP not become pre-occupiedwith filling
inspection hour quotas to the point where inspectors don't have the latitude to follow their
instincts to recognize andpursuepotentialproblems.
(3)

Do reporting conflicts exist, or is there unnecessary overlap between reporting
requirements of the ROP and those associated with the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO), the World Association of Nuclear-Operations (WANO), or the
Maintenance Rule?
No comment.

(4)

Does NEI 99-02, "Regulatory Assessment Performance Indicator Guideline" provide
clear guidance regarding Performance Indicators?
No comment.
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(5)

Is the information in the inspection reports useful to you?

Yes and no. Yes, the reports serve as a broadoverview of a licensee'sperformance.
But to be useful, as alreadymentioned, they are sometimes of insufficient detail to allow
trending,or evaluation of the collective safety effects of several otherwise insignificant
events.
(6)

Does the Significance Determination Process yield equivalent results for issues of
similar significance in all ROP cornerstones?

The cornerstonesare not directly comparable; therefore, they cannotyield
equivalent results. The Davis Bessie reactorhead event is an example where the answer
would be no. Items screened away as low in significanceadded up to be very safety
significantin the final analysis (reference memo Howell to Kane dated September 30, 2002,
LESSONS LEARNED). Also, the way significance levels changedfollowing the Indian
Pointsteam generatortube rupture event (initiallyRED but eventually screened back to
YELLOW) would indicate that significance is not easily determined. These two examples,
plus the fact that cross-cuttingissuesplay a part in any event and are not measured,makes
us conclude that equivalence across cornerstonesdoesn'talways exist.
(7)

Does the NRC take appropriate actions to address performance issues for those
licensees outside of the Licensee Response Column of the Action Matrix?
Yes, we believe so.

(8)

Is the information contained in assessment reports relevant, useful, and written in
plain English?
The reports are written in a manner that is easily understood. Refer to above
responses in regardto usefulness and relevance.
(9)

Are the ROP oversight activities predictable (i.e., controlled by the process) and
objective (i.e., based on supported facts, rather than relying on subjecting judgment)?

Yes, the oversightprocess ispredictableand objective. However, some think the
process is too prescriptivelydriven andrestrictive. Forexample, inspectors must ensure
inspection hours cover an ROP activity, even if there is not much of realsafety value to
inspect in that area.
How the facts that go into an objective decision-makingprocess are obtainedis also
important. Forexample, iffacts are obtainedfrom a PRA analysis that is done by personnel
that are notfamiliarwith the PRA 's strengths andweaknesses and the plant itself,results
could be skewed
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(10)

Is the ROP risk-informed, in that the NRC's actions are graduated on the basis of

increased significance?
Yes, if the facts used to base riskdecisions are adequately obtained(see question 9
above). However, after an SDP is implemented, licensees often provide better, more
focused, and sometimes even less conservative data to contribute to final risk decisions.
(11)

Is the ROP understandable and are the processes, procedures, and products clear and
written in plain English?
Yes.

(12)

Does the ROP provide adequate assurance that plants are being operated and
maintained safely?

While there is generalacknowledgment that the ROP, being risk-informed,
performance-basedand more objective, is better than the old, more subjective system of
Systematic Assessment ofLicensee Performance,there is not unanimous acknowledgment
that it is providingadequate assurance.
In the deregulation-drivenpower shififrom strictgovernment regulationto industry
self-regulation, the program has not yet evolved to the point where the outcome of adequate
assuranceis certain. The resultingshift seems to have changed the regulator'srole to one
ofauditor,ratherthan apro-active seeker ofprecursorsthat coul lead to largerevents.
Unless event driven, licensees seem to be the gatekeepers ofwhat is deemed serious enough
to warrantattention.
Neither the ROP, nor licensee qualityprograms,connected enough dots to avert a
near-miss at Davis Besse, even after the possibilityof a problem was communicated by the
regulatorwell in advance. In an effort to color-code everything into cornerstones,and to
categorizethem into well-organizedsafety significantcategories,the realproblem was not
recognizeduntil it was almost too late. The essence of havingprofessionaland independent
oversight was lost. Thefact is that the NRC has yet to issue a sanction as a result ofDavis
Besse. This proves the ROP system is slow to react,anda strictperformance-based
approachis not adequate. Yet both NRC and INPOhave documented widespread
managementfailuresas root causes.

Therefore, IDNS continues to assert that adequateprotection will not be assuredfor
the whole family of nuclearplants until the ROP considers humanperformance in the cross

cutting issues in the process, andall licenseesgenuinely embrace risk-basedregulationto
the point where regulatoryreforms no longer need to be voluntary.
(13)

Does the ROP improve the efficiency, effectiveness, and realism of the regulatory
process?
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Improved efficiency: Yes the ROP is more efficient. Baseline inspections,
monitoringPIdata, and action matrices make the ROP more efficient andpredictable. The
one exception is the significancedeterminationprocess that still needs improvement.
Improved effectiveness: No, the ROP is not more effective for reasons mentioned
above.
Improved realism: No, because the ROP is not adequate to address the realroot
cause of any serious safety issue; human performancefailure.
(14)

Does the ROP enhance public confidence?

Frompublic meeting attendance,it seems the generalpublic remains ambivalent
about the ROP process, and has confidence in government regulatorsto do effective
oversightfor them. Those with the most radiologicalsafety risk living near a plant also
have economic reasonsfactored into their radiologicalsafety risk-acceptanceattitudes. So
if the ROP has enhancedgeneralpublic confidence, it is difficult to measure. IDNS passed
out 11, 700 doses ofpotassium iodidepills in our emergency planningzones in 2002. This
indicates that there are afair number ofpeople still skeptical about nuclearpower and
governmentaloversight.
From an informedpublic standpoint,access to ROP results through the Internet is a
positive. IDNS continues to applaudthe NRC for the openness of their regulatoryactivities
and the access to information afforded by the staff and web pages.
(15)

Has the public been afforded adequate opportunity to participate in the ROP and to
provide inputs and comments?

Yes, theoretically. Almost all NRC activities are availablefor public participationat
some level, and almost all importantregulatorychanges go out forpublic comment. So
opportunitiesabound,and it is to NRC s credit that they seek such participation.
If there is a weakness in regardto publicparticipation,few of the informedpublic
outside the industry has the luxury of afull time representationin Rockville, which is what it
takes to participatein the dialogue at all the variousforums in which policy reforms are
developed It is our perception that the industry develops anddrives regulatorychanges in
dialogue with the staff, and most meetings and workshops are held in Rockville. So,
although there is ample opportunity to participate,it is not at apracticallevelfor IDNS.
The downside of this is that moderatingvoices are not heard at the developmental stages of
new policy. Incidentally,web casting andarchivingmeetings is a valuable toolfor those
who can't be present,and we encourage expansion of this capability.
(16)

Has the NRC been responsive to public inputs and comments on the ROP?
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NRC has been responsive to IDNS comments on the ROP in the sense that our

comments were acknowledged, if not adopted. In our February22, 1999 comment letter we
repeatedprevious comments that ifparticipantswere going to adopt PRP principles,and
NRC was going to have a policy to that effect, licensees should be requiredto have a
rigorousand currentPRA. Furthermore,PIthresholds should be derivedfrom the plant
specific PRA. Use ofPRA 's is still voluntary.
Based on the performance history of lllinoisplants under the old system, we noted
that it is hardto inspect management effectiveness without being subjective, and agreedthat
PRA 'sprovidefocus but do not tell the whole story. We also recommendeda "management
effectiveness" cornerstonewith PI's be establishedto monitor humanperformance and
cross-cuttingissues. If not adopted,then at leastsome inspections should be focused on
areasof management effectiveness. So we can say thatNRC has respondedto IDNS
comments, but not always in positive ways.
(17)

Has the NRC implemented the ROP as defined by program documents?
Yes.

(18)

Does the ROP reduce unnecessary regulatory burden on licensees?

Yes it does. Does it reduce regulatoryburden too much in a deregulatedbusiness
environment? Some think so. The Davis Besse incident might be seen as a wake-up call
that thefocus on the bottom line is overshadowingthefocus on safety at some licensees.
That the regulatorwas seduced intoparticipatingin this is significant.
The principlein performance-basedregulationthat something significanthas to
happen before a response is warrantedis only valid if the regulationscover safety
significantroot causes at a thresholdlow enough to be effective. It was the subjectivity in
evaluating management effectiveness in the oldsystem that set the safety bar so high. We
believe it is time to question whether it is now too low.
(19)

Does the ROP result in unintended consequences?

There may be some potential unintendedconsequences caused by PIguidance.
Licensees naturallyoperate to the P1's, to the point of usinggreen PI'sas a management
incentive. An unintendedconsequence might be that non-conservative decisions might be
made to avoid a PI hit. Forexample, Mhe 72-hour requirementto call a pendingforced
outage aplannedoutage may cause the licensee to make non-conservativedecisions to keep
a degradedunit on-line. Confirmationof this is that White finding submittals are met with
considerableresistance.
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There is also some potentialto use risk to justify poor decisions. For example, risk
analysis was used to justify a twenty-four inch opening in a primary containment in Mode 1
at one plant.
The ROP andperformance-basedregulationare not goodpredictiveprograms. This
is an unintendedconsequence. Davis Besse showed that a plantcan be operatingin the
green band and have an event just waiting to occur. The ability to determine precursors
from compliance-basedfindings has been removedfrom the inspector'stoolbox, and
licensee quality assuranceprograms may not be picking up the slack
(20)

Please provide any additional information or comments on other program areas
related to the Reactor Oversight Process.

Industry operationalandsafety performance has dramaticallyimproved in the last
few years, especially at the Illinoisplants. We attribute this to excellent management
attentionandfocus. We certainly don 't see a need to revert back to the old compliance
basedregulatoryprogram. We continue to believe in the efficacy of risk andperformance
basedregulation.
However, recent events have afforded the opportunity to see where gaps exist. The
ROP is worthfine-tuning, and thatprocess isfarfrom over. It is also becoming evident that
some subjectivity is desirable in cross-cuttingareas that are not monitored effectively by
objective means. Trending ability is reduced in the ROP, especially in the cross-cutting
issues where problems show up first. It is criticalto a regulatorthatperformance trending
in key areas be accomplished While difficult, we don't believe this is too hardto
accomplish. The industry cannot be expected to be self-policing in holding member
managements accountablefor unsatisfactoryperformance.
The ROP is very structuredby design and does not afford the NRC inspectors much
time or latitude to follow their instincts intoperceivedproblem areas. As stated,
introducingsome subjectivity back into the regulatoryprocess might be beneficial. Also,
since the vast majority of inspectionfindings are documented as "very low safety
significance". there is always the threatthat inspectors will become frustratedand notput
maximum effort into their inspections.
We still believe a P1for steam generatortube leakage is desirable,and improvements
need to be made in the oversight ofcorrective actionprograms. Finally, it is a confidence
builder to see a continued effort to standardize the PRAs, as decisionsare now being made
relying on PRA 's of inconsistentquality.
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